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1. INTRODUCTION 

THE Raman effect in boric acid and its derivatives and the glasses associated 
with them has been studied by several investigators. A brief summary of 
the results appears in Hibben's treatise on "The Raman Effect and its 
Chemical Applications". The Raman spectrum of borax (Na, BpO,. 10H20) 
has been observed by Nielsen (vide Hibben's treatise, p. 433) and has been 
found to consist of seven frequencies at 578 (I), 853 (I), 891 (I), 942 (I), 
3340 (I), 3455 (1) and 3574 (1) cm.-l Kernite (Na2B,0,.4H20) was 
investigated by Hibben (1937) who reports ten frequencies at 500 (2), 
575 (O), 735 (3), 850 (O), 934 (6), 1100 (?), 3269 (2), 3343 (3), 3425 (2) and 
3552 (10) cm.-I Gross and Vuks have reported in borax glass diffuse 
bands in the regions 430-535 (O), 950-1000 (O), 1077-1127 (0)' and 
1310-15M (0) and a strong line at 760 (5) cm.-I It is rather surprising 
that Nielsen did not notice any shift corresponding to 760 cm.-I in 
borax. The Raman spectrum of colemanite (Ca2B6Ol1-5H20) has not so 
far been investigated. In view of the interest attached to these substances 
and the fact that the low frequency spectra of these have not so far been 
reported, it appeared to be desirable to investigate the spectra of these 
substances. , .  The paper reports the findings from the study. 

The Raman spectra were recorded with a Hilger medium quartz spectro- 
graph having a dispersion of 140 cm.- per mm. in the h 2536.5 region. A 
quartz mercury arc of the sealed type with mercury pools as electrodes was 
irirrthersed in a trough of runding water and an electromagnet was used to 
deflekt the discharge towards the top wall of the.arc. With a current of 
3 ahperes this arrangement constituted to give an intense source of h 2536.5. 
The crystals were kept quite close to the arc and the scattered radiatiors 
from the crystal were focussed on the slit of the spectrograph with a quartz 
condenser. Two mercury dishes were placed inside the spectrograph one 
a,t t4e ~~11irgp\~f $i$e &n$ the ~ther 84 the plat~-1',91$q- $id$, The mercury 
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